PDI Firewall as a Service

Secure networking simplified

Today’s retail sites are more complex and resource intensive than ever. If the technology isn’t up to speed, store performance can suffer.

PDI Firewall as a Service uses next generation firewall technology to deliver modern network protection, supported around the clock by industry-leading experts, with additional support for compliance and licensing, hardware fulfillment, and implementation.

Security doesn’t start and end with an invisible brick wall. Real protection means network wide coverage, cloud apps, POS, IoT, payment systems, order-ahead options, and more.

Next-Gen firewall with Intrusion Protection  Compliance and License Mgmt  Around the Clock Expert Support  Professional Managed Services

Be confident knowing that highly experienced network experts are looking out for your business
An exceptional security and support team manages the technical details, so you can focus on your core business

**Leading-edge security**

- Reduced risk with network segmentation
- Category-based content and URL filtering
- Industry-leading intrusion prevention and detection system (IPS/IDS)
- PCI DSS compliance for brand and customer security
- Cloud console for network device management

**Worry-free fulfillment**

- Managed staging and kitting
- Next-day shipping
- LTE/5G hardware and plans
- License and firmware management

**Best-in-class support**

- Strategic consulting and data gathering
- Tailored network design with project support
- Engineering/security support and expertise
- Proactive monitoring and maintenance with detailed reports/alerts
- Ongoing network review and optimization

Contact Us Today

pditechnologies.com
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